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Self-Guided Education: Online Resources

Created by Scott Dinsmore 

Guidance: There a ton of resources out there, both on and off the Internet, for constructing your own 
practical curriculum. These are some of the best sites and tools I’ve found, but by no means is this list 
inclusive. Let this be a starting point and please let us know what other tools you come across.

Here’s to taking our education by storm!

*Note: Some of these sites and tools were found via the awesome resources at Uncollege.org.

Tools for creating your own education online:

Udemy
Courses on just about any subject you want. Create your own or take from others.

Learnable
Another spot to create your own course or take from others. Mainly technology, web 
development, lifestyle and business. 

The Personal MBA

Philosopher’s Notes

The Cliff’s Notes for the top personal development books. Text, Audio, Video.

Khan Academy
Over 2k videos. Great for basic and advanced course in math, sciences and history. For 
elementary school on up. 
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eduFire
Lot’s of video classes. You can give your own or take what you choose.

University of the People
Free college education over the web.

Alison
Hundreds of free online multimedia training courses.

Google Code University
Is there any better place to learn how to code?

The Floating University
Big time minds come together for an in-depth paid online course.

Skillshare
This is actually for live, in-person learning but very cool online platform. You can also 
teach your own classes to others. 

Connexions
A crowd sourcing type of model for creating courses and teaching.

Workshop.
All kinds of fun Do It Yourself classes in San Francisco

University Courses Online:

MIT Open Course Ware
Most of MIT’s courses available to take for free online.

The Open University
Hundreds of free, trackable online classes.
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Open Yale Courses
Not nearly as many courses, but a good start. Audio and video too.

Stanford Artificial Intelligence Course
One of the most popular courses on Stanford campus. Free online.

iTunes U
It’s amazing what iTunes has available for free. Courses from hundreds of universities. 
Some include: Cambridge, Stanford, Berkeley, and Ivy League’s. 

Awesome videos and presentations:

TED Talks

You know how crazy I am about these. I watch them daily. Super talented speakers on 
every topic imaginable.

Do Lectures
A little different spin on the TED Talk.

MIT World
Video recordings of the big speakers that come to MIT.

Google Talks
Videos of the big time speakers that come to teach and inspire the folks at Google.

Free books and articles:

Project Gutenberg
Over 30k free books for download.

Scribd
A place for people to share all kinds of material, articles and books.
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Wikiversity
“Set Learning Free.” Over 17k different courses and modules to learn. Can filter by age 
and stage. 

For Creating Community:

Meetup
Great tool for bringing a community together in person. 

StudentMentor.org
Find a mentor or be a mentor. This will link you up. 

Promoting World Travel:

Thinking Beyond Borders
Encouraging and the ever-important “Gap Year”. Great resource.

Other Blogs and Articles:

Seth Godin’s Alternative MBA

Tim Ferriss’ How to Create Your Own Real World MBA

John Greathouse’s The MBA Education And Other Oxymorons

-----

Remember, this is just the beginning. Please share this with others who need it. And if 

you come across a tool that I missed, please add a comment on the Self-Guided 

Education Manifesto blog post and tell us about it!

Here’s to learning what matters,

-Scott
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